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Questions 

1. Since we are compiling all of our work from the past 4 weeks, what is the judging 

criteria for our work? 

In addition to consolidating your work, some teams might be updating their proposals, or 

bolstering their work. I can guarantee across the board that every team needs improvement on 

their GTM strategy.  

As you consolidate, make sure your vision is cohesive and up to date. We will be assessing your 

strategic reasoning, and to what extent we understand your business model and strategy, and 

what extent we believe the strategy is reasonable. We will look closely at the financials, and I 

say about half of the teams have some significant work needing to be done on underlying 

assumptions. If you’re a team that built an aggressive model up front, that is going to need a 

clear story in the business plan. We will also continue assessing the effectiveness in 

communication.  

2. Some of the slides might be updated, is that to be expected? 

Yes, it is to be expected. I expect to see some slides completely unchanged, but I expect to see 

a lot of slides with minor edits, and some slides might be totally new. 

3. What needs to be linked in the slides? 

Link your demo video and figma prototype (or whatever program you used). You’ll be turning in 

your finances in a separate submission. 

4. In the feedback you’re providing for us, will you also list any questions you have 

about our product / features / GTM / etc? 

We will suggest which areas need further improvement. If we had a very detailed question about 

your product, it will emerge. 

5. Also is there a time limit on the video walk through for the mockups 

You should try to limit yourself to 7min. There were a couple that went to 10, or even 13 

minutes and that is getting pretty long. Then it comes to an issue with concision. 

6. For the PowerPoint, what are you looking for in those 4 slides? 

Just have a link to your video and prototype, and some context to your product. Having some 

intro context on value proposition, customer, etc. will be helpful to the reviewers. 

7. Regarding the draft business plan, will the format change for the final business plan? 

Will it be a word document? 

It will stay in PowerPoint form. As you move into PVI, then your only goal will be to polish, 

continue developing your Mockup, and then create a pitch deck. 

8. Should executive summary be text, or more like a traditional deck with images and 

simple (seemingly explanatory) statements 

A bit of a mix. There are 3 types of decks: The Steve Jobs deck with just pictures and you need 

someone talking to each slide, then one with only text which no one wants. Structure your deck 

in a way to inform and educate with text and graphics. Add diagrams, maybe tables and charts, 

but the focus is information and to help an individual to understand. 
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9. When you say you want to see our Industry Analysis in our Branded Market Analysis, 

what are you meaning?  I thought we assumed LF had done the Industry Analysis 

already. 

Launch Factory did do the Industry Analysis. Some teams drew out data/insights from the data 

we gave you and found insights that we didn’t find initially.  

10. I have a product that is not aesthetically pleasing, but it is highly functional, and I 

have a product that is aesthetically pleasing but not as functional. Which are you 

looking for? 

Ideally, you can talk to your customer and they click through it and give you feedback. Because 

of that context, the UI and look and feel of it is important, but at the end of the day, what is most 

important is that Launch Factory understands the value that your product brings to the 

customer. I would put 70% on UX/functionality, 30% on UI and aesthetics. 

11. How many teams in each business idea will be moving into the final phase? 

The default assumption is 3. It’s not impossible that there could be 2 or 4.  

12. James, would you please speak more about the financials we should include in our 

biz plan? Thanks 

The financial model is the same that you had last week. Everyone is going to have some 

feedback that will address your financials, so you should address those. I would make charts 

that are critical, like cash balance over time, runway to add to your business plan. That chart 

tells you the timing of when you break even, when you need fundraising. Read about relevant 

metrics to assess a business. 

Think about your buffer and your fundraising goal/timeline. If your cash balance goes below 0, it 

is game over. Those are things you think about when explaining your fundraising strategy. 

13. Financials: Do you want us to lean more conservative or cut it thin when we can. If 

we put money aside for general counsel or legal expense, that’s not something we 

might use. 

Don’t be too conservative, because we are evaluating whether your business model is attractive 

to investors. It has to be aggressive and optimistic enough that it’s attractive to investors, but 

also believable. On the legal expense I would put a little money aside. If you ignore it I will see it 

as an oversight.  

14. Interactive prototype:  Is it ok if we have dummy data in some of our features? 

Yes, it should be functional but you don’t have to cover every use case. For anything that you 

are covering, it is perfectly acceptable to fake it. Your goal is to pretend you can get UX 

feedback, show LF how your app works. 

15. Should we include financial growth from possible feature expansion with partners? 

Yes, you should model anything in your financials with anything that is in your business plan. If 

you plan feature set A, and then plan to release B, we should see it in your finances. 
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16. Should we also calculate for expected market growth and overseas market? 

For expected market growth, that is likely a secondary effect which can be taken into account, 

but I doubt that will be a make-or-break feature. For overseas market, if that is a part of your 

business plan, then I would put that in the category of feature expansion. 

17. Can we talk about the other types of finances you are expecting? You mentioned 

legal. 

There are big ticket items? Legal, office supplies, are little ticket items that won’t determine if 

you’re bankrupt. Payroll, headcount forecast, should align with dev plan, marketing expense, 

and CPM estimates, customer growth, are all things we will look at really closely. The timing of 

product development from your business plan should align with your financials (costs 

associated). If you’re worried about missing a misc. expense, you can just google it. 

18.  Interactive Prototype: As long as we’re conveying the UX, we’re good. What is the 

difference between the prototypes and mockups? 

Well, you’re 70% good. The UX and functionality Is the most important. The intent was that 

you’re adding interactivity. What we didn’t think about was that we told people to use figma, 

which makes it easy to link items together and make it interactive, so some teams have already 

done that. 

19. For the financials, I don’t suppose you have to worry too much about taxes, right? 

I wouldn’t worry about it. For the most part everyone is Cash flow negative.  

20. In doing this business plan, I am looking at the strategy and execution plan, and I am 

kind of combining them into one section. 

Yeah, when I was going over them in the instruction video, they are pretty similar. At the end of 

the day, they are about how you would perform. Showing a clear timeline for the first 2 years, 

how you will develop your model, and how you will go to market with your audience, all of that 

roles into those two sections. 

21. Feature roadmap and product plan: can you offer some insight to how to make these 

two things different? They seem like one big thing. 

There are 2 things I care about: what are your releases and how will they get rolled out over 

time? What are the core set to your MVP and then V1 V2, etc. And I want to see some idea of 

how they are rolled out over time. The breakdown of features and timing is one thing. The 

second thing is how you will develop your product. This will look more like a project plan. 

22. Having been through this, there are some things we want to shift. Is it ok if we shift 

things? 

Generally speaking this is a clean slate, you are bolstering areas that were weak. Move things 

around to best reflect your current strategy. 

23. If we are building a functional prototype, do you have any preference on how we 

deliver it to you? 

If you give me source code, I’ll look at it, but it should be fine if you host it and send a link. Make 

sure to walk through it in your video. 
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24. Organization and management summary, what detail are you looking for? 

A bit of it is headcount, walk through somewhere the hires that we have. The whole theme is 

you identifying the gaps in your own team. Who are we hiring in the first year, because if we 

don’t fill this gap, we won’t be successful. You also get 3-4 advisors, and board seats. 

Somewhere you should tell a clear story on why you and your partner are the best team to lead 

the company, explain why you are awesome. 

25. In our financials, we didn’t add a funding round. We thought a company that can 

function on its own would be better.  

Two models might be helpful. If you truly think you can bootstrap things without any investment, 

we wouldn’t be totally opposed to that. Make sure your revenue projections are reasonable, and 

don’t run your bank account too low, that’s going to worry us. You can also have thorough 

discussion somewhere, saying if we took an investment, this is where we would be. I can go 

either way but it’s your call. 

26. In the cap table exercise, you mentioned the first round being $1M, and the second 

$6.5M, is that safe to assume that? 

Those were the pitchbook medians from 2019. For your funding rounds, look at how much 

money you need for your company specifically to function, not just companies on average. 

27. Should we assume 9 months for raising and a buffer to 12? 

We tend to view that from the time you start raising until the time you close, we use a 9 month 

estimate. If anyone is raising a fund in mo 12 or earlier, you need to tell a story around it. 

28. For the financial model, we have two different options for how we manage our 

development costs, should we model both scenarios or just one? 

I would pick your most likely and have some discussion on your alternate. 

29. Interactive prototype: is there a preference between a table of context driving the 

user? Or having the flow speak for itself? 

I lean towards having it speak for itself. 

30.  For the board, Launch Factory takes one seat, correct? 

Yes. 

31.  Now that LF has started working with other companies, are they seeking advice 

from their advisors or you and Brad more? 

Depends on subject. Ops, they come to me. For fundraising, they talk to Brad and Kim. For 

product, they talk to Andy Ballester.  

32. Would you please speak more about strategy and implementation in the biz plan? 

How will the business acquire and retain customers? Explain your operating model, 

product pricing, promotions, etc. 

This section is your GTM plan and product plan. Your GTM should include your customer 

acquisition. You should explain revenue model, your positioning, channels, audience. Go over 

to your LBMC, every box deserves more discussion somewhere else.  
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33.  Are there any teams that are still so close together where they wouldn’t want to ask 

questions in the Q&A? 

We have seem some more convergence than in the other years. I have a hard time believing 

that some questions that would give other teams a competitive advantage. 

34. Do you negotiate the rates with the advisors or do you have a standard agreement? 

We have a standard agreement. They sign that they get that equity in exchange for 1 hour of 

advising a week. 

35.  For these deliverables, is the audience Launch Factory? Or from somewhere else? 

I would lean towards the latter. This phase, everyone looking at the deliverables will be from LF, 

but there will be EIRs and partner-level individuals. Lean towards presenting your material to an 

outside individual. 


